Hi there... yes, I’d like to order a cake...

Our Winner

You can’t beat free — Google takes the cake here.
Our Winner

MS Word removes the “what if” factor of relying on Google’s servers and lets you work without an internet connection.
An easy-to-use interface doesn't mean much if the tools you need aren't available. Choose Google if you need light word processing features.

**Our Winner**

Power users should stick with Word due to its rich features.
Google is the **automatic save hero** you never thought your docs needed.
Google gives you more file format compatibility.
But Word may be your go-to if you require PDF editing.
Share with others

Link sharing on  Learn more

Anyone with the link **can view**

- **OFF** - only specific people can access
- Anyone with the link **can edit**
- Anyone with the link **can comment**
- Anyone with the link **can view**

More...

[Done]

[Advanced]
The Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over the Lazy Moon
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Here is a text that two people that I can show you how to changed.

My friend Laura Ripper, a fellow editor, and I are going to make some amendments to the txt and do a couple of comments, to show you what you need to do to make it all right.
Our Winner

Google Docs shines in collaborative mode with its universal access and real-time editing features.
Our Winner

Google Docs was made for working on-the-go.
MS Word doesn’t need as many add-ons because it’s bursting with features, but Google’s basic skeleton allows for total customization with add-ons you specifically choose.
Example of Google docs
Rename document

Enter a new document name:

Brochure

[Submit] [Cancel]
Frank Lloyd Wright
Frank Lloyd Wright
Frank Lloyd Wright

Falling Water

More here
Example of Microsoft word
Information about Document1

Permissions
Anyone can open, copy, and change any part of this document.

Prepare for Sharing
Before sharing this file, be aware that it contains:
- Document properties and author's name
- Custom XML data
- Content that people with disabilities are unable to read

Versions
There are no previous versions of this file.

Properties
- Size: Not saved yet
- Pages: 1
- Words: 2
- Total Editing Time: 55 Minutes
- Title: Add a title
- Tags: Add a tag
- Comments: Add comments

Related Dates
- Last Modified: Never
- Created: Yesterday, 11:21
- Last Printed: Never

Related People
- Author: DR.Ahmed Saker 2011
- Last Modified By: Unknown
Thank you